Claire: surpass yoursel to fulfil yourself
When looking for her first job, Claire faced the usual challenges of entering the
job market and the apprehensions of not finding a perfect opportunity for her.
Using Bob, she was able to regain self-confidence, question her job search
strategy and techniques and expand her area of search.

After their studies, many young French people are confronted with their first job search. This
is the case of Claire who, after training in agroecology between Angers, Lyon and the
Netherlands, had to enter the sometimes impressive professional world.

“At first, I was very confident and thought that
my experience abroad would be work out in
my favor”
Claire is quickly confronted with the usual difficulties of looking for a job: demotivation,
arguments on her lack of experience ... But Claire is dynamic, optimistic and this is reflected
in many aspects of her personality: passionate about travel - "I'm always on the move" she
confesses - she is also very sporty and is always up for hiking around the Lyon region.
Yet, slightly discouraged after months of research, the young woman begins to lose hope and
her days start to resemble each other a little too much. Her father then learns about Bob in
the pages of a newspaper. He mentions it to Claire, who thinks to herself that she has nothing
to lose trying a new platform.
The young engineer first finds on Bob all advice that she already applies, but then she also finds
a recommendation to open her professional horizons and in particular her geographical
mobility. Indeed, Claire had in mind only the Rhône Alpes region for her job search.
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Beyond this recommendation, Claire found in Bob an important support, a source of
inspiration and a motivation to surpass herself, thanks to the personalized emails she received.

“Bob guided me during this difficult period !”
Claire finds in these emails tips that speak to her: not to be blocked by her a priori and seek
a job fit for her and her skills, without being afraid of her own fears. She then decides to
respond to an offer outside her geographical area, and after a few interviews she gets a job as
a consultant in organic farming, breeding and on the issues of the preservation of water
resources.

“Today, I am happy, because I work closely with
farmers and I am very much aligned with the values of
my work.”
Now working in a caring and supportive work environment, she sees herself growing
professionally in this first job and learning new skills. Passionate about nature since her
childhood, Claire thinks to launch her own activity in the long term, mixing gardening,
consulting and training in permaculture. Like her models Charles and Perinne Hervé-Gruyer,
founders of the farm of Bec Hellouin and pioneers of permaculture in France, and the Poussin
family, adventurers and globe-trotters, the young woman has a conviction:

“Everything is possible when you really believe in it”
At Bob, we could not agree more.
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